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WAV Recognizes Summit Data for Five Years of Partnership

Aurora, IL- November 29, 2011 – WAV, Inc., the full-service, value added distributor of wireless
broadband and MESH, networking and WLAN, mobile and rugged computing, data collection,
RFID and printers and physical security solutions, has announced its recognition of Summit Data,
a a provider of industrial-grade and medical-grade wireless modules, for dedication and
superior service the past five years.
Summit's rugged Wi-Fi products provide secure and reliable wireless connectivity for devices
such as data collection terminals and medical equipment that operate in challenging
environments such as factories, warehouses, and hospitals. Summit's hardware maximizes the
RF range, supports an extended operating temperature range, and minimizes power
consumption. Summit's software ensures solid security, reliable connectivity, fast roaming, and
easy administration of dozens or hundreds of devices.
“WAV is proud to be aligned with Summit Data for five years,” said Norm Dumbroff, president
and CEO of WAV, Inc. “In this industry, it pays to know and grow with our vendors through the
test of time. Our dedication to Summit Data, and their dedication to us, allows us to provide
reliable technical and engineering support and services, ever increasing the value added to
Solution Providers.”
WAV has one of the largest stocking positions throughout North America for wireless products
and solutions. Manufacturers are carefully considered for their high quality solutions and
complementary qualities to other existing WAV product lines - offering ISV, Solution Provider
and Reseller's customers not just one wireless solution, but a variety of complementary
technologies that will maximize project capabilities and bottom line.
WAV carries a line of more than 50 manufacturers, and provides a variety of value added
services surrounding these product lines which include pre-sale and post-sale technical support,
site surveys and installations, demo programs, leasing, maintenance contracts, and repair
services.
Visit http://wavonline.com/vendors/summit-data.aspx to learn about Summit Data products
and pricing specials from WAV.
###

About WAV, Inc.
WAV, Inc. is a full-service, value added distributor of wireless broadband, wireless LAN, wireless
security, data collection hardware, mobile computing products, rugged computing products,
rugged docking stations and vehicle mounts, IP video surveillance, mobile printers and voice
over IP technology. Located in Aurora, IL, WAV offers value-added services, product availability
and unmatched technical expertise to our VAR channel. WAV provides its partners a competitive
edge by offering extensive product knowledge, support for multi-vendor solutions, as well as
professional value-added services for its VAR community, including (but not limited to): site
surveys, software and hardware development and integration, custom rollouts, installation and
technical support. For more information call (800) 678-2419 or visit our web site at:
www.wavonline.com

